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LETTER
Dear reader,

Welcome to Metamorphosis. These 36 pages tell a powerful 
narrative, amplified through the voices of our collective community. 
Each photo and word offers a glimpse into the life and spirit 
of Manhattan and K-State in the Fall of 2020 and reflects the 
collaboration of our team, united against the odds of a year unlike 
any other.

These are times of change. This year is unpredictable, 
unsteady and unprecedented. Yet in the uncertainty, possibility is 
born, and purpose is bolstered. This is a time for progress, for firm 
commitment to improving ourselves and our community. As small 
businesses and K-State students adapt and evolve, our nation and 
world are transforming in a metamorphosis to yield something 
better.

This beautiful piece was made possible by our wildly creative 
and committed team, supportive advisers, talented models, 
gracious community and all those willing to share their stories. 
Thank you. We are pleased to present Metamorphosis to you. Read 
on & enjoy.

FROM THE EDITOR:
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A place where you can apply your leadership skills while earning 
bonuses, advance your career all while working from home? 
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Come by for an instant interview with our team and learn about 
our new programs, schedules and advancement opportunities! 
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“I would come home [from work] and immediately wash my face and 
wash my masks,” said Kate Spencer, junior in elementary education. “At 
one point, because I had a face mask that was too small, my nose was 
so red and itchy, it looked like I had the flu. I put Vaseline on it one day 
just to have a barrier between my skin and the mask.” 

You may be looking for answers, frantically rummaging through 
your overflowing and disorganized medicine cabinet for every sheet 
mask, pimple cream, charcoal strip and face cleanser you’ve owned 
since junior year of high school, and still have to this day.. But after a full 
pamper session and scouring the internet for DIY acne remedies, you’re 
still coming up short. So, what can we do to cure this?

Nurse practitioner Shannon Hoffer of Hillsboro Healthcare Clinic said 
when we wear a mask, breathing causes a rise in temperature 

and humidity around the nose and mouth which is the 
culprit of maskne. Heat and sweat can break 

down the skin, making it susceptible to 
microbes we exhale into the mask.

You’ve been following the rules in a world during COVID-19, 
wearing your masks with vibrant floral patterns, Nike swooshes and 
illustrations of Willie the Wildcat, feeling great about doing your part 
and keeping others safe. Then one day, you wake up and look in 
the mirror to find an acne breakout. Your chin is red and decorated 
with inflamed pimples, and your typically highlighted and angled 
cheekbones are sporting zits to match. The good news is, you’re not 
alone. Maskne, acne caused by wearing a mask, is something many are 
experiencing these days.  

We all benefit from taking a look at our reflection before leaving 
the house and liking what we see. A bomb outfit, your hair laying 
just how you want it and that pair of sneakers you picked up from the 
boutique down the street can make you feel ready to conquer the day. 
But for some, clear skin is a part of positive self-image, and maskne is 
diminishing that. 

“[Maskne] has affected my confidence a lot and made me think 
pretty negatively about myself,” sophomore in human resources, 
Madison Kenny said. “I’ve been breaking out really bad on my 
chin and cheeks for such a long period of time.” 

Whether you’re wearing your mask all day while working 
indoors or taking it on and off throughout the day, irritated 
skin is inevitable. Fabric rubbing against your face, plus 
sweating and itching are recipes for disaster on your skin. 
Getting creative to avoid irritation has become pivotal for 
comfort in everyday tasks while wearing masks.

Simple ways to 
avoid pimples
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“Most of the breakouts are happening due to sweating,” Hoffer said. “Changing 
masks throughout the day to stay dry could help the problem. Some fabric softeners 
or detergents that are used to wash the masks could also lead to clogged pores.” 

Some tips and tricks Hoffer recommended to clear up your skin include using 
zinc cream to reduce redness and inflammation of pimples, cutting down on sugar 
and junk food and looking for over-the-counter products with benzoyl peroxide and 
salicylic acid.

“Stick to your regular skin routine, but if you wear makeup or foundation, try 
to avoid those as much as possible,” Hoffer said. Developing a routine and finding 
products that work for you might take some time and frustration, but feeling 
confident in your skin is worth it. Along their journey to healthy skin, Kenny and 
Spencer found what works for them. Maybe their products will work for you too.

“For me, what works is making sure that the masks that I put on my face are 
clean and sanitized,” Kenny said. “I wash mine after each use, and I also spray 
rubbing alcohol on it throughout the day to kill any bacteria that grows on it as well. 
I also try not to wear much makeup or no makeup at all, and I wash my face every 
morning and night.”

 Every possible product exists for pimples, discoloration, dryness, oily skin and 
every other imperfection under the sun, but the challenge is finding which ones are 
worth your paycheck, and which ones to never pick up off a shelf. 

“Some products I use include the Biore charcoal cleanser when my skin is oily, 
the Neutrogena oil-free acne face wash when my skin is dry and a whipped argan oil 
that is the holy grail of moisturizers,” Spencer said. 

While battling stubborn acne can leave us feeling less than our best, it’s 
important to cultivate self-love and be patient with our stressed skin. Even though it 
can be maddening, take advantage of this time to learn to care for yourself and what 
works best for your skin. Mask-wearing hopefully won’t last forever, but taking care of 
your skin definitely should. 
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Chances are if you are walking down the street, one out of 
eight people you pass identify as neurodiverse, or people 
with anxiety, autism, tic disorders, dyslexia and many other 

disorders that can affect the makeup of the human brain. The stigma 
blocking mental health and mental disorders today can make it 
challenging for these people to be their true selves, but activists are 
working to change that. 

The neurodiversity movement is believed to have started in 1998, 
when Australian social scientist, Judy Singer, first used the term 
“neurodiverse” in an article for The Atlantic written by Harvey Blume. 
This term was only recently popularized as younger generations 
embrace the term and use it to uplift their peers. 

Popular social media platforms have helped the spread of this 
movement, as users who identify as neurodiverse have banded together 
to support each other through sharing their unique experiences. 

Chase Hagemann, junior in journalism, found out he had Asperger’s 
Syndrome, a condition on the autism spectrum, when he was around 10- 
years-old. Hagemann noticed he had things in common with students at 
his school who were also on the autism spectrum.

“I discovered it by observing the other students who had a teacher 
following them around from class to class, ultimately leading me to 
blatantly asking my mom if I had autism,” Hagemann said. “She said 
yes, and I said ‘okay’, and that was that.”

Although Asperger’s Syndrome is now classified as Autism Spectrum 
Disorder in the DSM-5, a manual used to diagnose mental conditions, 
many people diagnosed as children still refer to themselves as “aspies.” 
Despite the medical diagnosis of Asperger’s Syndrome, Hagemann does 
not let himself be confined by labels.

“I just consider that to be who I am and I have embraced some of 
those qualities,”  said. “Others would say I’ve ‘conquered’ them.” 

Like many people on the autism spectrum, Hagemann has faced 
hardships that people who aren’t neurodiverse might not have to face. 

“School has always been very stressful for me,” He recalled. 
“Focusing has always been difficult for me and processing things 
in general takes me longer than most people. The pressure of 
social anxiety mixed with a lack of comfort in a variety of issues and 
circumstances was also a big issue for me.”

Hagemann is not alone in the challenges he faces as someone who 
is on the autism spectrum. The acceptance of neurodiverse people 
has been a struggle throughout history, and still persists in 2020. Even 
today, children in schools are bullied for being “different” or “difficult.” 
Although the education system in the United States doesn’t tend to 
favor these types of students, some schools are taking strides to help 
neurodiverse children by offering Individualized Education Plans (IEPs), 
one-on-one help with schoolwork and student mentors. Unfortunately, 
not every public school district has the funds to accomplish this.

As children, neurodiverse individuals have to learn quickly in order 
to conform to society. They often mimic the behaviors they see around 
them and stifle their true emotions for the majority of their lives. Their 
personalities can become a performance put on for others’ enjoyment. 

“I have struggled with my own personal identity at times, but I think 
maturity plays a big role in that,” Hagemann said.

Many neurotypical people, those who do not identify as 
neurodiverse, believe that those who are neurodiverse either cannot be 
understood or are all the same. Neurotypical or neurodiverse, many of 
us can relate to feeling misunderstood. 

“I wish people would understand that every individual is unique, 
even ‘normal’ people,” Hagemann said. “While we recognize that we 
have a disability, it’s important that we’re not treated as victims because 
we can accomplish something great, just as much as the person next to 
us.”

Hagemann believes it is important for neurotypical people to include 
neurodiverse people in society, but sometimes their intentions are not 
always pure.

story by FAITH HOLLIDAY
photos by CAROLINE REYNOLDS
design by CAMERON HOPPAS

Neurodivergent: Shattering Stereotypes
Student shares 
perspective of life on 
the autism spectrum
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“It’s important that we’re not 
treated as victims because 

we can accomplish something 
great, just as much as the 

person next to us.”

“Understanding and inclusion is great but the reasons behind those 
attributes are even more important,” he said. “Are people making an 
effort because they’re told to or they feel bad for us, or are people 
making an effort because they see us as equals and want to build a 
relationship? This is especially important among lower-functioning 
neurodiverse people.”

Being neurodiverse has both positive and negative sides, according 
to Hagemann.

“Many neurodiverse people have a natural talent or hobby that 
they’re remarkably good at, and that talent can lead to many successes,” 
he said. “For example, I am a huge sports fanatic and I’m probably more 
knowledgeable on sports history and statistics than most sports fans. 
There are definitely negatives. Social anxiety, mental breakdowns for 
small reasons (the weather, for example) and academic struggles have 
been some negatives for me personally.”

The most important thing to know about neurodiverse people is 
that they are no different than you or I. There are certain stereotypes 
associated with this group of people including the way that they dress, 
talk, or act, but you never know who among us could be hiding their true 
selves, just like many of the neurodiverse population.

“In all reality, we’re all people who have struggles and hardships, 
some just have more than others.” Hagemann said.
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taste the
town

The food scene is a vital part of Manhattan, KS culture and 
vibrancy, including the food trucks and restaurants. In the 
past, though, food trucks were unavailable. In 2015, food 

trucks became legal in town and are now an important aspect 
of the diverse food scene, including The Tasty Traveler, Jammin’ 
Jamaican and The DoughBro.
In the last few years Manhattan’s food scene has diversified, 
including more global flavors and exciting new options. Each new 
food operation is worth trying out once, and whether you prefer 
ice cream or savory goodness, every restaurant below offers a 
variety of options.

story by PEYTON FROOME
design by KATE TORLINE

Mprll Lee is the proud owner of Pandora Rolled Ice Cream, 
just off Laramie Street next to Aggieville. Inspired by her 

children’s love for rolled ice cream, Lee opened Pandora in 
2018 as a first-time owner and operator of a food business. 

Lee believes her work with the food is an art, and focuses on 
the freshness of her food and drink products. She never uses 
preservatives, and makes the food as customers order. The 

menu at Pandora includes rolled ice cream, crepes, boba tea, 
milk tea and other tasty treats.

Pandora is available for online ordering through  Grubhub 
and Eat Street. But, you can still visit them in store (with a mask 

on) from 12 p.m. to 10 p.m. every day. If you need another 
reason to swing by Pandora, check out their student discount 
for ice cream every Wednesday night. It’s the cherry on top!

PANDORA ROLLED 
ICE CREAM

Explore Manhattan’s unique cuisine 
through new food trucks and favorite 

restaurants

TASTY TRAVELER
One of Manhattan’s first local food trucks, The Tasty Traveler, 

opened for business in 2015. The food truck serves global, 
handheld food like German bierocks, Asian lettuce wraps, shrimp 

po’ boys and more. The owner of the truck, Katie Vanvleet, 
graduated from K-State and started her career in corporate 

marketing. Following her passion and palate for flavorful food, she 
later decided to open her own food truck. 

The Tasty Traveler prides itself on its diverse menu. Customers 
can find the truck near business and retail areas like downtown 

Manhattan during lunch and weekend festivals. Because of 
COVID-19, the food truck is mainly open on Fridays from 11 

a.m. to 1:30 p.m. Like The Tasty Traveler on Facebook for more 
information on location and hours.
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Before 2019, Five: A New American Restaurant was della Voce, a traditional 
bar. After five years as della Voce, Caleb Edwards, the co-owner and general 

manager and his sister Mariel Edwards, the co-Owner and executive chef, 
changed the brand of their restaurant to Five: A New American Restaurant. 
Five’s focus is on global and unique flavors, a changing menu and quality 

service. Many dishes pull inspiration from Mediterranean, Spanish, French and 
Indian cuisine, and the menu updates often to spice up their restaurant. 

The Edwards siblings have a passion for their food and hospitality.
 “Our goal isn’t to be the best restaurant to visit, but people’s favorite 

restaurant to visit,” Edwards said. 
Five serves dinner Tuesday through Saturday, brunch on Saturdays and 

Sundays from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m., and is closed on Mondays due to COVID-19. 
Five is also available on Eat Street and accepts call-in orders or curbside pick-up. 

The DoughBro chose their name with a goal: to incorporate music 
with food. Melissa and Steven Asper and were inspired by the Dobro, 
a type of guitar, and by Melissa’s family, who always brought music, 

food and fun to their gatherings. The business, The DoughBro opened 
for catering in November 2019, but the food truck started in August 
of this year. The DoughBro focuses on comfort food and specializes 
in dough-based creations. The DoughBro’s cinnamon rolls are a fan 
favorite, but the food truck serves a variety of foods like bierocks, 

scones, cookies and cupcakes. 
The Asper’s want each customer to leave their food truck and 

catering business happy. During the coronavirus, they implemented 
plexiglass screens and contactless delivery methods to keep customers 

safe. The food truck can often be found at 512 Poyntz Avenue, but 
their location is updated on their Facebook page regularly.

THE DOUGHBRO

FIVE: A NEW AMERICAN 
RESTAURANT

Jammin’ Jamaican focuses on Jamaican cuisine and works to 
preserve its flavors. The menu includes oxtail, a popular choice by 

customers, and other jerk flavored foods. Although the menu is more 
limited than other food trucks, the owner, Horace Thelwell takes pride 

in his work and ensures the food served is authentic. 
Thelwell was born in Falmouth, Jamaica. After Thelwell attended 

culinary school in Jamaica, he worked as a chef at various resorts for 
over 25 years before coming to the United States in 2013. Jammin’ 
Jamaican is the first food truck owned by Thelwell and opened in 

November of 2018. The location and hours of Jammin’ Jamaican are 
updated weekly on the food truck’s Facebook page. Customers can 

call-in or text their orders to Thelwell for pick-up.

JAMMIN’ JAMAICAN
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Immigrant
song

story by ERICK L. ECHEGARAY
photos by SAMI RIOS

design by CONCHA CAMPA
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As thousands of Americans began to test positive for COVID-19, 
Kansas State senior Angel Fraire served on the front lines of the food 
industry at El Patron, a popular local Mexican restaurant located in the 
thick of downtown Poyntz Avenue. In the span of a few months this 
spring, Fraire went from serving his national dishes to being considered 
an essential worker.  

“Mexican and Hispanic people are really hard working people,” 
Fraire said.

Fraire, 21, from Chihuahua, Mexico, couldn’t afford to lose his job 
and still progress toward a career in the medical field. He had arrived 
in Manhattan years ago. Facing the circumstances, Fraire persisted as 
a server, risking his well being and his family’s. COVID-19 has caused 
many local restaurants to close permanently. The political tensions of 
the election only heightened the anxiety of the times.

“Any immigrant right now is super anxious about politics and 
about life,” Fraire said. 

Like Fraire, senior Yusuf Ciftci spent many afternoons 
contributing to the safety and health of the Little Apple. Amidst the 
global pandemic and sharp rise in political tension, Ciftci worked as 
a medical assistant at The Flint Hills Community Health Center and 
Stonecreek Family Physicians. There he witnessed the pandemic 
firsthand. 

“It was eye-opening serving in the front lines,” Cifcti said. “At 
both clinics we had to deal with PPE shortages. We furloughed 
employees for a while at Stonecreek [with] an increase in patients. It 
put a lot of stress on the health care system.” 

During the spring, the Flint Hills community health center was 
forced to close for over a month due to a shortage of resources. 
Ciftci said that closing the clinic hurt the patients due to  the scope 
of the pandemic. 

“For a lot of people, that is their primary source of health care,” 
he said. “A lot of our patients are socioeconomically disadvantaged, 
usually international students or the international population here who 
don’t have insurance or don’t qualify for insurance.”

Ciftci was born in Turkey and immigrated to America as a child. His 
father became an established political science professor at K-State as 
Ciftci spent his adolescence in Manhattan. He later attended K-State 
and became the director of Multicultural Affairs for the university’s 
student government.  

“Manhattan is a unique place because of the blend between the 
university community and the established community here in town,” 
Cifcti said.

Ciftci has worked on various projects from creating reports with 
the Department of Justice to trying to increase health care access for 
students who come from socially disadvantaged backgrounds. 

“Some of the students that I worked for were international students 
who didn’t have insurance,” Ciftci said. “Some of them were on DACA 
status, others were undocumented. Some of them didn’t know about 
the healthcare system here and they were just afraid of going to get 
health care.”

Aware of the gap between students that can and can’t access health 
care on campus, Ciftci helped establish partnerships with Lafene Health 
Center.

Senior Vedant Kulkarni worked alongside Ciftci towards these goals, 
co-creating the diversity, equity and inclusion committee at K-State

“The policies that student government passes impact every single 
student on campus,” Kulkarni said.

Kulkarni, originally from India, decided to study abroad and made 

Manhattan his home in 2017.
“It wasn’t only an educational experience, it was also a cultural 

experience,” he said. “A leadership experience.”
During the height of the Black Lives Matter movement this year, 

Kulkarni spoke publicly about issues of diversity and acceptance. 
When a now-retracted federal policy was announced, one that would 
have sent a large number of immigrant students back to their country 
of origin if their university moved classes online, Kulkarni offered his 
support and opinions. He did so at the expense of harsh treatment.

“People try to go at your ethos,” Kulkarni said. “When you present 
any argument, they might say, ‘hey you’re not even a citizen, why are 
you talking about our country,’ when the policies with immigration 
affect us the most.”

 Immigration is a contentious political issue 

Immigrant
song

Foreign-born students aid the community amidst global 
pandemic and election year anxiety 
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which has pushed Kulkarni to speak up about civil rights.
“Black Lives Matter. Minority Lives Matter. Not just in America but 

across the world.” Kulkarni said. Kulkarni is aware of the number of 
students of color at Kansas State and the potential for racism, which he 
has experienced first hand. “There are a lot of international students 
who are black, most of the international students that come here are of 
color. So things that happen here personally impact all of us. Personally, 
I have been a victim of blatant racism in Aggieville and places like that. 
With drunk people driving trucks and shouting things like ‘go back to 
your country’ and stuff like that.” 

Kulkarni was interviewed by multiple media sources, both local 
and international, due to his active participation addressing the issues 
affecting young people of color and international students. 

“I write opinions for The Collegian and I would get all these hateful 
tweets,” Kulkarni said. “It’s really crazy that it directly affects us but 
we have to keep our voices down because we don’t want to create 
a controversy that could result in problems… In a way we are held 
hostage because it impacts us but we cannot speak loudly about it.”

Kulkarni still receives plenty of racially charged harassment on 
Twitter because of his input and articles on The Collegian.

“Once that harassment began I actually started receiving death 
threats, and I had to go to the Office of Student Life. They emailed my 
professors telling them I was receiving threats and to keep that in mind. 
I was glad I was doing what I was doing for my community but I knew it 

was affecting me.”
Despite the obstacles he was forced to overcome, Kulkarni is 

proud of his work and where he is. 
“My very first year of student government I became the chair of 

the student engagement committee... This previous year I was elected 
as the international affairs director in the [student] president’s cabinet. 
I’m still in that position... When you come to a neutral place such as a 
college abroad you find that everyone is human and everyone wants to 
live peacefully. I think that represents the international community that 
exists here,” Kulkarni said.

The pandemic caused a metamorphosis in foreign-born students, 
motivating them to act for change. One of these stories was the one of 
Victoria De Souza, who along with five other university students make 
up LUPE or Latinas Unidas Poderosas y Educadas, a new organization 
at K-State focusing on empowering young Latina women. 

“We try to give back to our community,” De Souza said.
De Souza was born in Brasilia, Brazil, and worked as a server 

alongside Fraire at El Patron. She’s on her way to a career in health 
care as well. Experience as an essential worker transformed how she 
handles and thinks about work. She had to think about how she was 
going to continue paying rent and her tuition.

“Especially serving was hard.” De Souza said. “We go off tips, so 
not knowing if we’ll have enough by the end of the month... It was 
stressful. We were always careful though ... I definitely feel anxious 
about the times... It is kind of scary knowing that people think badly 
[about immigrants]... It brings about a lot of mental health issues.”

For young people like Ciftci, the immigrant experience is 
complicated. 

“I grew up under the Bush presidency,” Ciftci said. “There was a 
lot of Islamophobia and a lot of racism toward the Islamic community. 
I was little but you are aware of these differences... Even back then 
you can see how politics can take differences that aren’t that big and 
amplify them to seem big.”

Even in the face of conflict, locals like Fraire appreciate and love 
their community.

 “A lot of people will say, ‘I don’t like Manhattan or I don’t like 
Kansas,’” Fraire said. “I think it’s because they haven’t seen another 
life… It’s very safe here.” 

For others like Cifci, the sentiment is shared, even with the belief 
there is more work to do. 

“I do think international students and students of color are an easy 
scapegoat at times, especially when things are not going the way we 
want them to,” Ciftci said. “Most of the time, and identifying myself as 
part of that population, I would say that a lot of the immigrant students 
I know are very hard workers and go to great lengths to improve their 
community and achieve their dreams... There’s a lot of work left to do to 
build a more equal and inclusive society for everyone but I do think that 
we’re slowly progressing toward that goal.” 

14
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A D A P T A T I O N
2020 is a year that will live on in the 

memories of those who experienced 
it and in the history books of those 

to come. This transformative year is leaving 
no one unaffected, especially students. 
With bars closing early on the weekend, no 
tailgating before Saturday football games, 
online classes, and an eerie silence 
replacing the sound of bustling hallways 
on campus, this year has not been like 
any we have lived through. 2020 looks 
completely different for everybody and 
not just because of COVID-19. Along with a 
pandemic occurring, many people, especially 
Gen Z, are protesting and saying enough is 
enough to racism and the injustices occurring today. 
K-State athletes have taken it upon themselves to use 
their platform to bring awareness to the issue by having 
protests and marches, using social media to communicate 
their concerns and much more. 

During such an unpredictable year, student athletes 
are having to rise to the challenge of working harder than 
ever to conquer these obstacles, while still maintaining 
their busy schedules of multiple practices, training and 
class work. 

“This year for sure has made my mental game a lot 
stronger,” freshman Aliyah Carter said. “Being an athlete 
at this time is harder than ever, and I really have to keep 
a positive mindset every day and stay hopeful that things 
will get better.” 

K-State sports and their athletes have been impacted 
tremendously by scheduling changes, additional rules 
and mental challenges brought on by the coronavirus. As 
a Division I athlete, balancing practices, classes, tutoring 
and games is more strenuous than ever. 

“In terms of COVID-19, it’s been difficult because we 
can’t interact with the coaches or go up to their offices to 
talk to them or watch film,” sophomore basketball player 
Kaosi Ezeagu said.

Despite the many mental and physical tests thrown at 
athletes this year, Ezeagu is choosing to see the positive 
side of the corona virus and use the tests that come with it 
to accomplish his personal and team goals. 

“It’s been a creative test at how bad you really want 
it,” Ezeagu said.

In addition to the physical obstacles presented, 
the pandemic has not left the mental health of college 
student-athletes untouched. Quarantines, required 
social distancing, and masks have created a surge in 
mental health concerns, as socialization is restricted. 
Many students struggle with not going out on weekends 
and meeting new people, but athletes have to be extra 
cautious with who they are around as to not put the team 
at risk.  

Along with these new limits on their social lives, the 
transition to virtual learning has not been without its ups 

and downs. Nonetheless, sophomore rower Ashley 
Cass sees the silver lining in the changes to her 

schedule 
and says that 
it has been easier to 
find a balance between class 
and rowing.

“All of my classes are online, 
which for me actually works 
better, especially with practices,” 
Cass said. “I can manage my own 
schedule and fit school around 
practice a lot better than before.” 

In contrast, Ezeagu said he finds 
online classes to be a huge mental 
challenge to overcome because it’s 
more difficult to interact with the 
professors and classmates and doing 
class in one room all day takes a toll 
on his mental health.

Not only are athletes having to 
manage new circumstances due to 
the pandemic, they are also dealing 
with exhaustion as acts of racial 
violence are being broadcasted more 
widely, not only here at K-State, but 
all over the world. Students and staff 
are speaking up about the injustices 
occurring by having Black Lives 
Matter marches and expressing their 
thoughts on social media platforms.

Head football coach Chris 
Klieman has not kept quiet on the 
matter, tweeting, “Racism is NOT 
welcome at K-STATE now or in the 
future. On and off the field, as a 
family, we will make a difference 
through our ACTION. I am excited 
to help every player unite for the 
solution NOW, so that we can 
come together stronger than ever. 
Black Lives Matter.” 

K-State athletes learn to work through challenges
brought on by COVID-19 and racial inequities

story by MARY BETH KARLIN
photos by K-STATE ATHLETICS
design by ADDIE CHELLBERG

Kaosi Ezeagu
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Live Theatre 
Classes in Art, Clay, Music, Drama 

Masks required. Social distancing observed. 

#HEARTHEATRE

K-State Theatre’s Fall 2020 Season K-State Theatre’s Fall 2020 Season 
is evolving into audioplays!is evolving into audioplays!

k-state.edu/mtd/theatre/kansas_theatre_worksk-state.edu/mtd/theatre/kansas_theatre_works

Search for Kansas Theatre Works 
on Apple, Spotify, and Google Podcasts!

Visit our website for more info and listen 
for FREE!
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Macbeth: Oct. 15
Tales of the Weird and Unusual: Oct. 29

One Dead; One Dying: Nov. 12
The Gratitude Episode: Nov. 26th

Ho Ho No: Dec. 10

Aliyah CarterK-State athletes, coaches, staff and fans 
united to express their feelings about racial 
injustice in order to send a message to 
the community that racism has no place in 
Manhattan and will not be tolerated.

“I think since we have a connection and a 
fanbase, we use that to our advantage by telling 
people how they can make change and what it 
means to be a Black athlete,” Ezeagu said.

By speaking up and continuing to have 
the tough and awkward 
conversation, student-
athletes are forcing 
a change onto 
the K-State 

community. 
“I think the protests 

and what the BLM movement 
has been doing this year is 

amazing, and I’m so happy that people 

are speaking up and using their voices,” Carter 
said. “I think change will happen soon, we 
just can’t stop being loud and making it a 
priority that we are being heard.”

In addition to drawing attention to the 
injustices that exist in our communities, 
the K-State rowing team is also taking this 
time to educate themselves on minority 
issues. Education is vital to understanding the 
history and roots of racism and to learn how 
to raise awareness in a comfortable and open 

environment.
“We have created a new 

committee called Student Athlete 
Social Justice Action Committee, 
where we discuss ways to better 
the athletics program and 
promote diversity and inclusion,” 
Cass said. “We had a BLM march 
and also have been having 
drive-in movie nights showing 
educational movies about Black 
history.” 

With so many new and 
intimidating hurdles to get over, 

athletes at K-State are learning how to 
roll with the punches. Positivity and support 

from the athletic community, along with hard 
work have led K-State student athletes to 
overcome the obstacles put in front of them and 
continue working to win championships and set 
new records. 
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Cookin’ UpC u l t u r e

What You Need:
• Potato peeler
• Knife (to slice your peeled 

potatoes)
• Large skillet
• Spatula (or large spoon)
• Oven
• 9x13 inch Casserole pan
• Medium-sized bowl
• Whisk (or fork)

Ingredients:
• ¼ cup olive oil
• 4 pounds russet potatoes
• 1 medium onion chopped
• 1 pound ground beef or pork
• Salt and pepper to taste (or if 

you can find it, Vegeta!)
• 4 eggs
• 1 cup sour cream
• 2 cups of milk

Authentic Serbian Musaka
Savatovic-Hathorn, a graduate student in strategic 

communications, moved from Northern Serbia to Manhattan in 2013. 
Her favorite meal from home is Musaka. 

“It reminds me of my childhood, especially because now what I see 
families doing is going out and taking their kids to eat out,” Savatovic-
Hathorn said. “But for me, Serbian food just reminds me of my mom 
being with us and preparing the meals, as obviously we did not go out 

and eat anything.”
This dish is a lunchtime meal served with soup, as lunch is 

traditionally the largest meal of the day in Serbia. Savatovic-Hathorn 
usually starts the meal with chicken soup and then serves the main 
dish.

“This is a dish that I take pride in,” Savatovic-Hathorn said. 
“Wherever I go that I have to bring something Serbian, 

this is what I bring.”

story by CATIE HAMMOND
photos by CARSON LEAP

design by ADDIE CHELLBURG

What to do:
1. Peel the potatoes and slice into thin circles (no larger than ¼ inch 

thick!)
2. Take your large skillet and drizzle olive oil over medium heat. Add 

onions and cook, stirring often, until lightly browned. Stir in ground 
meat, breaking it up with a spatula or spoon, and season with salt 
and pepper.

3. Preheat the oven to 400 degrees and grease your casserole pan 
with olive oil.

4. Layer half of the sliced potatoes, about two layers, on the bottom 
of the casserole pan. Season with salt and pepper (or vegeta). 
Cover with the cooked ground meat. Then, layer the rest of the 
potatoes on top.

5. Take your medium-sized bowl and whisk together eggs, sour 
cream, milk, salt and pepper to taste. Pour the mixture of the 
potatoes evenly until it settles right below the top layer of 
potatoes.

6. Baking time! Put in the oven for an hour, or until potatoes are 
tender and golden brown. You can also set your oven to broil to 
crisp the top further (after regular bake).

7. Let sit for 10 minutes and then you’re all set to serve!
Fun fact!

In Serbia, there is only one seasoning available, Vegeta! Vegeta is 
used for everything and is the only option for seasoning food. You can 
find it online or in some HyVee or Walmart stores!

Serbian Musaka Mexican Chilaquiles

L     ooking to diversify your palate? Sharpen your cooking skills with these delicious, flavor-packed chilaquiles and hearty musaka dishes from       
  around  the world. International students Sara Savatovic-Hathorn and Andrea Fernanda Ramírez Tello share their favorite dishes from back            

       home and the rich tradition and culture that come with them. Let’s dive into these two completely different and enticing cultural dishes.

18
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What You Need:
• Saucepan (2)
• Blender
• Knife
• Spatula
• Ingredients

Chilaquiles Ingredients
• Plain tortilla chips
• ½ cup crumbled queso fresco
• 3 tablespoons finely chopped white onion
• 3 tablespoons of crema fresca (or sour cream), for garnish

Salsa Verde Ingredients
• 8 medium tomatillos (or green tomatoes), rinsed
• 2 serrano or jalapeno peppers
• ½ white onion halved
• 1 garlic clove
• ½ teaspoon salt
• 1 bouillon cube (chicken or vegetable)
• 1 tablespoon oil
• 2 to 3 cilantro sprigs

Add-ins!
This dish is usually served with a side of steak, eggs or grilled chicken. 
You can also add refried black beans as a side.

What to Do:
1. Cook the tomatillos, serrano peppers, garlic clove and onion in a saucepan covered with water (just 

enough water to cover the ingredients). Simmer for 12 to 15 minutes or until soft.
2. Drain the water, keeping ¼ of water for cooking liquid.
3. In the blender, puree the peppers, tomatillos, garlic, onion and cilantro. Add in the reserved water if 

needed. Set aside.
4. Heat oil in a saucepan.
5. Add the sauce and let cook for 5 minutes. Season with salt and bouillon cube.
6. You can add the tortilla chips to the salsa and cook (making for softer chilaquiles) for 2 minutes. 
**If you want crunchy chilaquiles (the way Tello prefers them) just plate the tortilla chips and cover them 
with the salsa, removing from heat.
7. Garnish with cheese, cilantro, onion and your choice of meat and cream (sour cream or crema fresca).

Authentic Mexican Chilaquiles
Tello, a graduate student in modern languages from Mexico City, 

Mexico, came to K-State in January. 
Food is a key element of the culture in Mexico, so Tello was 

excited to share her favorite comfort food and her experience since 
moving here.

“Food is very important in my country,” Tello said. “It’s something 
we center a lot of our activities in. So, for example, if we have an 

important meeting or if we are going to have a party there always has 
to be food. It also represents a lot of our past, you can see it in a lot of 
our traditions.” 

There’s more to this Mexican dish than what meets the eye.
“With the smell, how you see it and how you taste it, for me that’s 

why it’s exciting,” Tello said. “It’s a whole experience, and once you try 
it you get all these different flavors that you weren’t expecting.”

Home of the Beer Belly!
BEER GOGGLESBEER GOGGLES

785-539-4500

Beer_goggles_mhk

2307 Tuttle Creek Blvd.
Beergogglesmhk.com

Everyone remembers 
their favorite dishes from their 
childhood and all the traditions 
that accompany amazing food. As 
much as turkey on Thanksgiving is 
a staple in America, these dishes 
hold great value to Savatovic-
Hathorn and Tello’s cultures. Next 
time you’re looking for a new dish, 
ask your fellow ‘Cats about their 
go-to meals from home.
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History is fragile. As we live in 
the present, it’s impossible 
to tell how any small action 

might affect the course of the 
future. 

This principle is called the 
Butterfly Effect: the idea that one 
small event, like a butterfly flapping 
its wings, can trigger a ripple effect 

larger than anticipated, a typhoon 
miles away. Of course, it’s just a theory. 

Obviously, one butterfly alone can’t 
cause a typhoon. But millions might.

On May 5, 2020, Chrissy Carr, junior 
in communications and guard for K-State 
women’s basketball, saw her hometown go 
up in flames in the wake of George Floyd’s 
killing at the hands of police.  

Carr’s response was to take to the streets 
and her social media to defend Floyd and 

others facing similar circumstances.
“George Floyd being murdered lit a fire 

under me,” Carr said. “This is my home, this is where 
I would hang out with my friends, and it’s being burned to the 

ground right now.”
Before the summer, Carr’s social media presence didn’t deal much with 

activism, but as protests of police brutality broke out across the nation, she realized 
she needed to raise her voice. 

For Tori Swanson, senior in psychology, being vocal about racial issues on social media was 
nothing new.

“I actually got rid of my Twitter from January until June because I was so outspoken, my Twitter would 
get me in trouble,” Swanson said. 

So, when a notoriously alt-right student tweeted a mocking celebration of George Floyd being “drug-free” for a 
month after his death, Swanson heard about it almost immediately. 
The tweet set off a chain reaction of white supremacists defending the author of the tweet while many of his peers shared 

outrage at his insensitivity and blatant targeting of the Black population. Many said it wasn’t the first time this student, president of 
America First Students, made his minority peers feel unsafe at K-State.

Swanson saw students speak out under the Black Student Union’s response to the racism the tweet brought to light: #BlackAtKState. 
Swanson took it a step further, creating a video in which she and several peers described their experiences as minorities on campus. The video 

received over 200 retweets and 500 favorites. 
“My initial tweet says, ‘I’m ready to shake the room,’ but I was thinking like, ‘Okay, a little rumble, get them talking,’” Swanson said. “I was not 

anticipating shaking the actual room.”

Black women’s voices in the 
fight for racial equality

story by EMMA WITTER
 photos by ALLY BURNHAM &  

       ASHLEY HEIDEMAN
design by ASHLEY HEIDEMAN
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Swanson said everything seemed “cool” under other students’ tweets, 
but when she shared her video, “that shit went from zero to one hundred 
real quick.”

“I was getting hella negative responses,” she said.
As #BlackAtKState went viral, Swanson organized a walk for racial 

justice in Manhattan. After she announced the peaceful protest on Twitter, 
nameless, alt-right “bot” accounts began attacking Swanson, uncovering 
her personal information and even leaking her address, though luckily, 
she’d recently moved. Accounts like these are notorious for defending an 
extremist ideal and attempting to identify those who oppose it, typically 
with malicious intent. 

As a light was shone on racial injustice across the nation, Swanson and 
Carr became voices for Black students at K-State. The attention that came 
with it, especially after #BlackAtKState went viral, was overwhelming.

“My bosses would see me on TV talking about it,” Swanson said. 
“They’d see a screenshot of my face and the tweet or the video, and I was 
like, ‘I really did some shit this time.’”

In the days after the initial outrage on Twitter, the university released 
general statements condemning racism, but many students still didn’t feel as 
though their voices had been heard.

To give a voice to Black student athletes, Carr organized an impromptu 
unity walk on Aug. 30.

While discussing the state of the country over coffee with two other 
players on the basketball team, Carr decided she wanted to organize a 
protest. That same night, the administration gave the green light for the 
walk to take place the very next day. She started reaching out to athletes 
from all programs to walk, speak and spread the word. 

“Then I was like, ‘Where are we going to walk? That’s probably 
important,’” Carr said.

She decided on Ahearn Field House, the site of one of Martin Luther 
King Jr.’s last speeches before his death. In front of King’s statue at Ahearn, 
K-State athletes, coaches and President Richard Myers spoke.

Carr said the positive feedback from the community was overwhelming. 
“It touched my heart to know we could come together and get this

orchestrated in such a short amount of time, but also bring awareness 
and make change,” Carr said.

As activism continued from the summer into the semester, Swanson was 
shocked to see students taking a real interest in Black issues at K-State. 

“I knew I needed to use my platform more wisely, so instead of being 
addicted to outrage, which is super easy in today’s world, we need to be 
addicted to outcome as well,” Swanson said. 

While progress might be slow-going, Swanson said it’s been rewarding 
to see the administration take some accountability.

“The ability to keep track of K-State’s progress was monumental in my 
opinion, because they usually tend to drag their feet,” Swanson said. “For 
them to have an entire timeline and tracker to be able to see where they’re 
at, I’m like, ‘Thank you.’”

Despite moves in the right direction, both Swanson and Carr said 
there will always be more to do in the effort toward racial reconciliation, 
particularly at K-State.

The first step for the university to create lasting change should be to 
bring in more faculty and staff of color, Swanson said. 

“You cannot expect these students to see people of color and treat 
them with respect if they’re not in positions of authority,” she said. “If 
you do that, you also get Black and brown students because they see 
themselves in positions of authority. Not only do they see themselves, their 
white counterparts also see them.”

Swanson said in light of the Twitter storm that broke out in June, it’s also 
clear that K-State’s crisis management team “needs to step up their game.”

“It was three days before anyone from K-State said anything,” she said. 
“They need to get a handle on it because just as quickly as #BlackAtKState 
went viral, the hatred toward students of color by the white nationalists and 
supremacists on campus went viral as well.”

To Swanson, the expectation of equality for Black students at K-State is 
simple.

“The whole slogan is ‘Every Man A Wildcat,’ so treat us like one,” she 
said. 

Carr said as she’s seeing those around her discuss change, they want to 
see it now, but real progress takes time.

Chrissy Carr, junior in communications.
21
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Tori Swanson, senior in psychology.

“we need to be addicted
to outcome as well”
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“If you tear your ACL, you aren’t going to be running the next day,” 
Carr said. “I think of racial injustice kind of like that. If you don’t take baby 
steps, you won’t heal.”

While large-scale efforts like protests and marches get the conversation 
started, lasting change will come from shifts in everyday conversations. In 
those small interactions, anyone can set off a chain reaction toward racial 
equality. 

“Are we going to single-handedly change the entire justice system? No. 
But, we may be a part of something very small in the big spectrum of things. 
I think the baby steps are the most important thing.”

Discussing racial issues in such a turbulent time is uncomfortable, but 
Carr said it’s vital to sit in that discomfort rather than closing Twitter, turning 
off the news or laughing off a racist joke.

Swanson’s message to the community is to “use your platform.”
“It may seem scary, but at the end of the day, the world needs smart 

people to lead,” she said. 
Though she’ll graduate this semester and move on from the K-State 

community, Swanson is optimistic about those who will come after her as 
well as those fighting for change in larger communities. 

“It’s that one-third that’s going to hold us back,” Swanson said. “They’re 
out of touch, they don’t understand the real trials of what it is to be a non-
white male in America. But the two-thirds, the good troublemakers, we’re 
going to make some shit shake, for real.”

As Swanson and Carr’s messages spread across K-State’s campus this 
semester, more students have joined the fight for social justice. The more 
people reached by each individual speaking out, the greater the force 
working for the good of all people. More and more people are speaking, 
and behind them, the typhoon is building. 

It’s bigger than K-State. It’s bigger than one student athlete or 
multicultural advocate. The movement for racial equality is one to benefit all 
people across the nation and world. Years from now, who knows who we’ll 
be pointing to as the butterfly who started the storm?
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Small Shops, Big Hearts

Close your eyes and think of Manhattan. What do you see? If you’re 
someone like me, you see the vibrant streets of Aggieville or downtown 
Manhattan, bustling with people smiling ear to ear. In this town, when 

people talk about their favorite spots, they think about Varsity Donuts, Acme Gift, 
Taco Lucha and other staples of MHK culture. The heart and soul of the Manhattan 
community is the students and small businesses that inhabit it. But as COVID-19 
swept the nation, the streets of Manhattan, once full of life, grew more dreary each 
day. Students were sent home for the spring semester, and businesses were left 
grappling for new ways to stay afloat. Amidst these unprecedented times, Acme 
Global Industries launched the MHK Love campaign with the hopes of spreading 
joy and a sense of togetherness in the community.

“We decided to cover the town in big red hearts because we wanted to make 
people feel better,” Diane Meridith, co-owner of Acme Global Industries said. 
“When the idea of the heart campaign came along, people were on lockdown. 
Everyone was sad and depressed – it was really hard to see. We really just wanted 
to bring some joy and love [to] unify the community.”

At its core, the MHK Love campaign was formed to sprinkle a bit of happiness 
through the dismal streets of Manhattan. But, as the pandemic wore on and 
establishments were forced to shut their doors, MHK Love quickly shifted its push 
to educating the community about the importance of shopping at locally owned 
businesses. Director of branding and marketing at Acme Global Industries, Taylor 
Carr said that the campaign is about more than just spreading joy.

MHK Love campaign advocates for locals to shop small

story by CLAIRE BOWKER
photos by SAMI RIOS
design by MACKENZIE NORDHUS
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“It quickly became a campaign to say thank you for helping us out right now, but these businesses 
can’t survive unless there is long-term dedication to helping us make up for lost ground,” she said.

 Where would Manhattan be without the small businesses that are unique to it? Is Manhattan really 
Manhattan without a late-night snack at the Varsity Truck or breakfast at The Chef? The shops and 
restaurants that line the streets of our beloved town are more than just  places to enjoy – they are the 
backbone of the community. Thousands of our closest friends work here and rely on them to make ends 
meet. According to the US Census Bereau, small businesses make up over 70 percent of businesses 
in Manhattan. These mom-and-pop shops are the engine that run our local economy, yet when push 
comes to shove, many of us choose to pick up a card at Walgreens instead of a keepsake at Acme Gift. 
MHK Love was created as a reminder that a purchase at a small business is an investment in the future 
of your community.

“Amazon is going to be fine,” Carr said. “All of these chain restaurants are going to be fine. Why 
don’t you try to find a local business right now? Why don’t you head down to The Chef, or Bourbon and 
Baker or Public Hall and try to keep your money in this economy, right now. Not only to support the 
businesses, but those employed by those businesses.,” Carr said.

The big red heart is more than a little love around town. It is a movement to 
support the businesses that support you. Small, locally owned businesses foster 
the Manhattan economy, keeping money close to home while supporting 
neighborhoods and communities. These businesses are the epitome of 
Manhattan culture, and if we don’t act now, many of them will be gone before 
we know it.

“Make the dedication to shop locally,”. Meridith said. “If you can get 
it at a small business, do that first. Sometimes it’s harder, sometimes it 
takes a little more time, but it’ll feel better in the end to know that you’re 
giving to something greater than you. You’re spending your money on your 
community.,” says Meridith.

As students have made their return to campus, Manhattan seems to 
be back in the swing of things, but behind closed doors, a different story is 
told. Even MHK’s most iconic establishments are struggling to make up for 
time lost to COVID-19. This holiday season, think about the locally owned 
businesses you love most. Each one of these businesses gives to the community 
in tremendous ways, and it’s time for the community to give back to them.
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of Fashion 
The Future
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of Fashion 
The fashion world as we know it is changing. For decades, 

the fashion industry has been dominated by runway 
shows. Twice a year, fashion weeks all over the world 

commence so the latest trends can take social media by storm and 
find their place in stores. As COVID-19 swept the world, it quickly 
shattered all the expectations for the industry. While the pandemic 
brought disappointment when fashion weeks were cancelled at the 
last minute, the industry has been able to grow and adapt to new 
challenges. The future of fashion is entering a new era.

 Fashion weeks all across the world connect global retailers, 
designers and consumers with extravagant runway segments and 
showrooms. When COVID-19 hit Italy during Milan fashion week in 
late February, it sent a ripple effect as other fashion weeks had to 
change their plans. Huge fashion publications began reporting on 
the topic, such as Layla Ilchi of Women’s Wear Daily explaining that 
designer brands such as Chanel, Versace, Gucci, Dior and many 
others were forced to cancel or postpone their shows indefinitely. 
It became clear, rather quickly that the choice for in-person fashion 
weeks was not an option. In early June, Paris Couture Week, Milan 
Fashion Week and Copenhagen Fashion Week all occurred online. 

 As the fall season set in, New York Fashion Week: The Shows 
set the premise for digital runway in the United States. They 
combined a bit of the magic from previous years by hosting 
regulated in-person outdoor shows while incorporating new virtual 
events to create a brand new standard for the runway. 

As major fashion weeks around the world have decidedly 
become virtual, many are left wondering what this means for 
smaller runway events. As the leader in Midwest fashion shows, 
Kansas City Fashion Week hosted their first virtual runway event 
Sept. 24 through Sept. 26. KCFW CEO Phil Willoughby gave the 
inside scoop on what planning for virtual shows looks like.

 As the KCFW staff prepared for the fall season after their 
March shows were canceled, they  prepped for every outcome. 
The unpredictable nature of the pandemic made it hard to say if 
the show needed to go virtual or if socially distanced in-person 
events would be possible. However, like most major fashion shows, 
they made the official decision in July to go digital due to safety 
concerns. Willoughby said that KCFW wanted to provide a safe 
and unique experience for those at home. KCFW was able to use 
Union Station, their annual venue for the fall show, making it the 
ideal spot due to the open space available for social distancing. 

A week before the shows aired, all participants went to Union 
Station to film, and designers were spaced throughout the day 
to create a flow from hair and makeup, rehearsal, photoshoots 
and filming. The event aired a week later with three nights of 
shows, which isn’t typical for KCFW, but every designer was able 
to showcase their collections from the canceled show in March, as 
well as new designers in the fall. 

 

 

Developing a digital era
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As online shows become the new norm, other parts of the 
industry are changing as well. When COVID-19 hit, production 
came to a halt and the state of the economy began to decline. 
Sara McAlpine of Elle Magazine explains that this caused brands to 
file for bankruptcy and stores to close. Sales are still lower, but the 
fashion world is regaining some traction as creatives are adapting to 
the new challenges. 

 The production cycle essentially hit the reset button, causing 
all businesses big and small alike, to be in the same boat. The 
smaller brands that made it through the shutdown are now able to 
compete with larger brands. McAlpine comments that consumers 

are focusing more on content rather than trend and luxury. The 
creative process has reached new levels as designers and 

brands rethink their marketing and production tactics. 
Runway shows are now more accessible to the public, 

making them less exclusive. Essentially, the new 
digital era is leveling the playing field. 

 The future of the industry remains 
undecided. Virtual shows are becoming 

increasingly popular due to the accessible 
front row view. This is breaking ground 

with a new audience, changing 
everything we know about runway 

shows. So, will the fashion world 
stay digital for future seasons? 

As creativity is coursing 
through the industry 

while we emerge into a 
new age, anything is 

possible.
 

“
Essentially,      
the new 
digital era is 
leveling the 
playing field.”
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Wind Chimes & Dreamcatchers
Posters & Tapestries • Disc Golf  & Supplies

Tye-Dyes & T-Shirts • Hookah & Tobacco
Incense & Candles

Tame Your Wildside

1128 moro St. | 785.776.2252

9 AM - 5 PM
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@zlsmoothie

ZL Smoothie
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